
Lab 01:  Linear Programming for ClawBot 
 
Description: 
 
We have defined functions for driving, turning, arm, and claw movement for the Clawbot.  In 
this lab you will assemble the functions in one file and then program your robot to perform 
several tasks.  You will turn in your code and a video files showing your robot performing the 
tasks: 
 
Document and File Names 
Folder Name:  Lab 01 
RobotC file name: lastname_lab_01.c 
Video Files:  lastname_lab_01a, lastname_lab_01b . . . 
 
 
Requirements. 
 
1.  Create the folder “Lab 01” in your Robotics Lastname folder. 
 
2.  Create a new RobotC program called ‘lastname_lab_01.c’.  Save this into your “Lab 01” 
folder. 
 
3.  Define the Pragma code for the Motors and Sensors setup for your robot.  Refer to Exercise 
02 for reference: 
 
http://nebomusic.net/robotclessons/exercise02.pdf 
 
  

http://nebomusic.net/robotclessons/exercise02.pdf


4.   Define the following functions.  Note:  You can copy and paste the functions you created in 
Exercise 02.   
 

Function Name Parameter Description Action for Function 

void driveStraight(int p) p: Power level for both 
motors 

Robot motors will turn on at 
power level p. 

void driveTime(int p, int t) p: Power level for both 
motors.   
t:  Time motors will run in 
milliseconds 

Robot will drive forward at 
power p for t milliseconds. 

void  pointTurn(int p) p:  Power level for both 
motors 

Robot will turn right or left 
depending on sign of power.  
Wheels on both sides of the 
robot spin in opposite 
directions. 

void turnTime(int p, int t) p: Power level for both 
motors 
t: Time the motors will turn  

Robot will turn right or left 
depending on sign of power.  
Wheels on both sides of the 
robot spin in opposite 
directions.  Robot stops 
turning after t milliseconds. 

void armTime(int p, int t) p: Power level for Arm motor 
t: Time the Arm motor will 
move 

Robot arm will lift or drop at 
power level p for t 
milliseconds.  Arm will stop 
moving after t milliseconds. 

void clawTime(int p, int t) p:  Power level for Claw 
motor 
t: Time the claw motor will 
move 

Robot Claw will open or close 
for t milliseconds at p power.  
Claw motor will stop after t 
milliseconds. 

void touchStop(int p) p: Power level for Right and 
Left motors 

Robot will drive forward at 
power p until the touch 
sensor is activated. 

void 
forwardWithEncoder(int p, 
int ticks) 

p: Power level for Right and 
Left motors 
ticks: Encoder Ticks 

Robot will drive forward for 
ticks count on the encoders.  
Then robot will stop. 

 
 
  



5.  Define the following Functions for Robot Performance:   
(You will use the functions from step 4 to complete these tasks) 
 

 

Function Description 

void driveRectangle() Robot Drives around the White Rectangle course one time.  
Robot stays on course for the entire trip. 
 

 

 
 
 

Function Description 

void goAround() Robot Drives forward until it touches an obstacle (Recycling 
Bin).  The Robot then backs up and goes around obstacles and 
stops on the other side. 
 

 
 

 



 
 

Function Description 

void getRedCube() Robot drives forward and retrieves cube from end of course.  
Robot then turns around and brings cube back to the starting 
area.  (Note, this is really difficult, try your best!) 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
6.  Make video or videos of your robot performing the functions:  (Call in task main() and video)  
You will most likely make three videos. 
 a. driveRectangle() 
 b. goAround() 
 c. getRedCube() 
 
 
7.  Embed the video from step 6 on your Google Site Page “Exercise 02” 
 
8.  Upload the code file ‘lastname_lab_01.c’ to your Google Site Page “Exercise 02” 
 

 
REMEMBER!  You will get partial credit for written functions and attempts.  Some of these 
tasks will be difficult and require you to adapt the code to work.  Keep refining the robot 
movement until the due date.  Make sure to turn in a video(s) of your robot attempting each 
task. 
 

 
 

Robot starts here. 


